Not just UPS...

UPS and PS|Ship

Turn to the PS|Ship solution for the UPS reliability you expect and the ease of use you need

- Complete integration with MS Outlook, Lotus Notes, CRM systems
- Recover costs quickly and accurately
- Streamlined UPS account management
- Full chain-of-custody

To find out how PS|Ship can help you better manage and control the shipping process, visit www.psship.com or call 510-559-7200.
Not just UPS... UPS and PS|Ship

Turn to the PS|Ship solution that incorporates the proven reliability of UPS and enjoy peace of mind knowing that your solution provider is UPS Ready.

**Complete integration with MS Outlook, Lotus Notes, CRM systems**
PS|Ship™ fully integrates with Microsoft Outlook®, Lotus Notes®, and most contact management and CRM systems. With a few clicks, produces a vendor-approved shipping document from existing firm-supported databases and integrates it seamlessly into the office workflow and cost recovery process.

**Recover costs quickly and accurately**
Automatically tracks shipping costs and ties them to client accounts and cost centers to ensure highly accurate billing records. No revenue slips through the cracks.

**Streamlined UPS account management (no individual user accounts required)**
Streamlined vendor account management. With PS|Ship™, no special setup management of user accounts is needed as workers come and go- access to is tied to users’ ability to login and authenticate to your corporate network.

**Full chain-of-custody from label creation to delivery and billing**
Complete visibility into the parcel chain-of-custody, from the time the label is created until it is delivered, for both the “sender” (attorney/professional) and the “operator” (secretary/assistant), without any additional security or proxy management.
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To find out how PS|Ship can help you better manage and control the shipping process, visit www.psship.com or call 510-559-7200.
To learn more about the reliability and flexibility of UPS shipping with PS|Ship, please contact your UPS Account Manager or visit www.psship.com.

UPS Shipping through PS|Ship

Take advantage of the proven reliability and unsurpassed delivery options with UPS...

• With more domestic express service options, you can select the service that’s right for your circumstances and customers’ needs.

• UPS provides the efficiency of one reliable UPS driver for your air, ground and international pickup and delivery services.

• We offer later pickup of on-call air packages from more businesses than anyone, giving you more time to prepare critical shipments and meet important deadlines*.

• UPS has nearly 40,000 UPS Drop Boxes conveniently located, many with favorable late pick-up times for your after-hours drop-offs.

• With nearly 4,400 locations, The UPS Store® can serve as your remote office. Its suite of services include package drop off and full-service shipping, mailboxes, documents (copying, digital printing and finishing), and supplies.

• UPS is the only small package carrier that doesn’t have a weight limit associated with the cost of UPS Next Day Air® services, UPS Worldwide Express® services and UPS Worldwide Saver® express envelope shipments.**

... combined with the value driven solution and ease of use of PS|Ship™

• Recover costs quickly and accurately. PS!Ship automatically captures shipping costs and ties them to client accounts and cost centers to ensure highly accurate billing records.

• Eliminate the need to store contact data in multiple systems. PS!Ship uses data from MS Outlook®, Lotus Notes®, GroupWise® or CRM systems to generate labels.

• Facilitiates the timely delivery of letters and packages to the correct location by validating addresses to the street level of detail.

• Process shipping invoices efficiently by electronically receiving billing data.

* Based on a comparison of published 2008 on-call air pickup times covering 2,000 ZIP Codes selected according to UPS Next Day Air pickup volumes.

**Visit ups.com® for details.